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Strongly interacting matter under rotation
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Abstract. The vorticity-driven effects are systematically studied in various aspects. With
AMPT the distributions of vorticity has been investigated in heavy ion collisions with
different collision parameters. Taking the rotational polarization effect into account a
generic condensate suppression mechanism is discussed and quantitatively studied with
NJL model. And in chiral restored phase the chiral vortical effects would generate a new
collective mode, i.e. the chiral vortical wave. Using the rotating quark-gluon plasma
in heavy ion collisions as a concrete example, we show the formation of induced flavor
quadrupole in QGP and estimate the elliptic flow splitting effect for Λ baryons.

1 Introduction
Pseudovector field-driven effects have attracted more and more interests recently [1–4]. As a parityeven and time-reversal-odd field, numbers of novel and non-trivial phenomena would be driven by
it,such as chiral magnetic effect [1, 2, 5, 6]. As another pseudovector field which is familiar to us, vorticity plays an important role in our daily life as well as in the high energy physics [7, 8]. In relativistic
heavy ion collision experiments, the typical collision events are off-central and the created QCD matter will carry a nonzero angular momentum on the order of 104  ∼ 105  with local angular velocity
in the range 0.01 ∼ 0.1GeV [9, 10]. There has also been impressive progress to study the rotating
QCD matter using lattice gauge theory simulations [11]. Both first principle calculations and model
studies suggest that vorticity would drive the phase transition [12] and anomalous transport [13–15].
In the following we will first simulate the collisions to extract the vorticity with AMPT model in the
particle scenario [10]. With the results we would see the vorticity is so remarkable that we could
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not simply neglect its impact on the phase transition and chiral transport. Hence we discuss the rotational polarization effects for quark pairings, which would change the chiral restoration and color
superconductivity critical behaviors [12]. In chiral restored phase the vorticity would also induce two
anomalous chiral transport relations for the left and right-handed quarks respectively [13, 14]. Combining these two effects there is a new collective mode called chiral vortical wave(CVW) [15]. The
CVW would reshuffle the final state hadrons’ distributions so that provide a new contribution to the
elliptic flow splitting of hadrons.

2 Vorticity in heavy ion collisions
As a transport model AMPT would output trajectories of all the partons in the phase space during
collisions. For a large enough system after proper coarse-graining (e.g. like the fluid being made of
many fluid cells), it can be considered as a continuous medium characterized by a series of locally
defined quantities like momentum density, energy density and particle number density p(r), (r) and
n(r) respectively. Here we define the 3-velocity field as v(r) = p(r)/(r). And the non-relativistic
 = ∇ × v is adopted in this work. The detailed patterns of vorticity shown in [10] could be
vorticity ω
roughly understood by a radial flow profile v that can be well parameterized in the form v(ρ, φ, η) =
êρ v0 (ρ, η)[1 + 2c2 (ρ, η) cos 2φ], where êρ is the unit vector along the transverse radial direction, ρ and
φ are transverse radial and azimuthal coordinates. Noting that this flow profile has no global rotation.
It suggests that, to extract the component of local vorticity that is truly associated with the global
rotation, one needs to perform an average over the fireball. Upon such averaging, the background flow
contributions to local vorticity would cancel out, and what remains can be attributed to the rotational
motion. The averaged vorticity over the whole fireball depends on the weight we choose. In the
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Figure 1. Averaged vorticity ωy  from the AMPT model as a function of time at various impact parameter b for
√
fixed beam energy sNN = 200 GeV. (a). Averaged vorticity ωy  from the AMPT model as a function of time
√
at varied beam energy sNN for fixed impact parameter b = 7 fm. (b).

following we choose W(r) = ρ2 (r). Different weights dependence has also been investigated in [10].
√
The centrality dependence of ωy  at given beam energy sNN = 200 GeV: see Fig. 1(a). The ωy 
briefly increases with time which is most likely due to parton scatterings during the early stage (when
the transverse radial expansion is not developed yet) that in certain way decrease the fluid moment of
inertia. The averaged vorticity reaches peak value at an almost universal time around 1 fm/c and then
follows a steady decrease with time. The decrease is due to the system’s expansion which increases
total moment of inertia at the price of reduced vorticity due to the constraint of constant angular
momentum. The results also clearly demonstrate that the averaged vorticity increases from central to
peripheral collisions: this trend is different from the angular momentum. Such difference again can be
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understood as follows: while the vorticity increases with b, the fluid moment of inertia (pertinent to
rotation) in the fireball decreases with b, thus the angular momentum shows a non-monotonic behavior
due to the two competing trends.
We next show the beam energy dependence of ωy  at given impact parameter b = 7 fm: see
Fig. 1(b). Similar time evolution patterns are observed at all energies. We notice that the averaged
vorticity increases with decreasing beam energy, in quite the opposite trend to the angular momentum. This may be understood as follows: with increasing beam energy, the fluid moment of inertia
(pertinent to rotation) increases more rapidly than the decrease of vorticity, thus the total angular momentum is still increasing. We have numerically checked that this is indeed the case. And the trend
has also been observed in STAR’s results [9]

3 Rotation-induced phase transition
From the simulation we have already seen that the local vorticity can be several tens or one hundred of
 · J which behaves as
MeV. Considering the polarization effect the quark energy shift should be E ± ω
a chemical potential. Therefore it would induce the non-negligible modification to the fermi surface
of the quarks, which further affects the pairing probability. Theoretically it is more intuitive to study
 to show the generic rotation-induce effect.
a fermionic system under a global rotation ω
In this proceeding we only consider the J = 0 pairing cases. For a pair of spin- 12 fermions,
there are different ways of forming a spin-0 pairing state: either, the pair could have both nonzero
orbital angular momentum L and nonzero total spin S , with L and S being opposite thus resulting
in total J = 0; or the pair could have zero orbital angular momentum, and have opposite individual
spin configurations for the two fermions. When such a system is under rotation, there will be a
generic rotational suppression effect on the scalar pairing states. Intuitively this can be understood
as follows. The global rotation, implying a nonzero macroscopic angular momentum of the whole
system, will induce a rotational polarization effect which tends to “force” all microscopic angular
momentum to be aligned with the global angular momentum. So for a pair of fermions, their relative
orbital angular momentum L as well as their individual spins would prefer to be parallel to the global
angular momentum rather than to arrange themselves into a scalar state with zero angular momentum.
This therefore leads to a generic suppression effect on the scalar pairing states. It also implies that
pairing states with nonzero angular momentum could become more favorable. In the following, we
quantitatively demonstrate this effect in the Nambu–Jona-Lasinio model for the chiral condensate (of
quark-anti-quark pairing states with L = S = 1 but J = 0). And the diquark condensate (of quarkquark pairing state with L = S = 0) case could be referred to [12].
In the chiral condensate case, the mean-field approximation gives the grand potential as




2
N f Nc 
3 (M − m)
2
dkz × [Jn (kt r)2 + Jn (kt r)2 ]
Ω =
d r
−
dkt
4G
16π2 n
 






 
×T ln 1 + e(n −µ)/T + ln 1 + e−(n −µ)/T + ln 1 + e(n +µ)/T + ln 1 + e−(n +µ)/T
(1)


In the above the mean-field quasiparticle dispersion n is given by n = kz2 + kt2 + M 2 − (n + 12 )ω.
Note that because of the rotation around the z-axis, the O(3) symmetry has been broken into O(2) here.
The mean-field chiral condensate (or equivalently the mass gap M) at given values of temperature T ,
chemical potential µ and rotation ω, can then be determined from the usual gap equation through
δΩ
δ2 Ω
minimization the potential: δM(r)
= 0 and δM(r)
2 > 0. We will numerically solve the gap equation for
the case of N f = 2 and Nc = 3 and present the results below. For the parameters G, Gd and a cutoff
scale Λ of this model, we choose the standard values (see e.g. [16]).
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The chiral restorations are observed in Fig 2(a) as the angular velocity increases at different temperatures. It is tempting to envision a new phase diagram of the chiral phase transition on the T − ω
parameter space: see Fig. 2(b) (as computed from the present model). It features a chiral-symmetrybroken phase at low temperature and slow rotation while a chiral-symmetry-restored phase at high
temperature and/or rapid rotation. A smooth crossover transition region at high T and low T and a
first-order transition line at low T and high ω are connected by a new critical end point. Given the
present model parameters, this critical point is located at TCEP = 0.020GeV and ωCEP = 0.644GeV.
As already discussed previously, the “rotational suppression” of the scalar condensate is a quite
generic effect. It is conceivable that similar phase transition behaviors under rotation would also
occur in other dynamical models for studying chiral condensate. In [12] we also studied the diquark
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Figure 2. The mean-field mass gap M (at radius r = 0.1GeV−1 ) as a function of ω for various fixed value of
T (a). The phase diagram on T -ω plane (b).

condensate case. As our analysis in above the rotational suppression would emerge again in that system. It should be mentioned that the rotational movement would always try to push matters far away
from the center, which means it would be an inhomogeneous system. The radial distance-induced
phase transition, which can not be smooth enough, is being studied self-consistently.

4 Chiral vortical wave
The CVW is the direct result of Chiral vortical effects


1
1
1
 , JA = T 2 + 2 (µ2 + µ25 ) ω
 .
JV = 2 µµ5 ω
6
π
2π

(2)

Using the chiral basis and considering the current conservation relations for the left and right-handed
quark currents JL/R = 12 ( JV ∓ JA ), we would obtain the wave equations
∂t nL/R = ±

ωµL/R
1
ω∂ x (µ2L/R ) = ±
∂ x µL/R ,
4π2
2π2

(3)

 = ω x̂ and CVW speed is VΩ = 2πµ20χωµ in the linearized approxiwhere the background vorticity is ω
0
mation. The χµ0 is the susceptibility and µ0 the background chemical potential. Obviously the CVW
will transport charges along or against the vorticity direction. The detailed process depends on the
initial condition [15]. If the initial condition is a purely axial charge density fluctuation FiA (x) at t = 0,
a charge dipole moment would be generated eventually with the size (δn)Vt ≈ [−∂ x FiA (x)]VΩ t. On
the other hand a purely vector charge density fluctuation FiV (x) at t = 0 would result a vector charge
quadrupole (δn)Vt ≈ FiV (x) + [∂2x FiV (x)/2](VΩ t)2 .
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To find possible experimental manifestation, we consider the rotating quark-gluon plasma created
in off-central heavy ion collisions. In such a QGP, CVW occurs for each light flavors, e.g. u, d
quarks and possibly s quarks as well. The global rotation points in the out-of-plane direction. Given
initial fluctuations in their respective vector densities, each flavor develops its CVW along ω. This
transports flavor charges toward the two “tips” of the QGP fireball, thus leading to a quadrupole
charge distribution on the transverse plane, which is shown in Fig. 3(a). In [15] we made the first
estimate of such effect. The measurement may be done by the elliptic flow splitting of identified
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Figure 3. CVW-induced flavor charge density profile (a). Normalized Λ̄ and Λ elliptic flow splitting, [vΛ̄2 −
vΛ2 ]/[|qΩf |AΛ± ], for symmetric 2-flavor(2-F) and 3-flavor(3-F) cases. The mid-central and the peripheral correspond
to for 15 − 30% and 60 − 92% centrality class (see [17]) (b).

particles/anti-particles with nonzero baryonic charges. Flavor quadrupole implies more quarks on
the out-of-plane tips of fireball and less on the in-plane equator , and therefore more baryons will
be formed on the tips than on the equator. The stronger in-plane radial flow will thus translate the
quadrupole into baryon/anti-baryon v2 splitting. This mechanism is in analogy to the electric charge
quadrupole induced by CMW [6]. To quantify such baryon flow spitting, one needs to combine
quarks of varied flavors into hadrons. Suppose at the freeze-out, the flavor-wise chemical potential for
quarks contains the CVW-induced quadrupole contribution δµ f ∝ 2qΩf cos(2φ s ) (with f = u, d, s). The
corresponding chemical potential for a given type of hadron can be determined from its constituent
quark content, e.g. for Λ baryon δµΛ ∝ 2(quΩ + qdΩ + qΩs ) cos(2φ s ). We particularly propose to use
Λ baryon which is electric charge neutral thus unaffected by possible CMW effect. We then use the
STAR blast-wave model [17] to compute the resulting differential flow splitting. As it is unclear how
much the s quark mass may reduce their chiral effects, we consider two extreme cases: a symmetric
two-flavor (2-F) case quΩ = qdΩ = qΩf with qΩs = 0, or a symmetric three-flavor (3-F) case quΩ =
f
Λ
Λ
Λ
qdΩ = qΩs = qΩf . From Cooper-Frye scheme it is easy to see ∆v2 = vΛ̄
2 − v2 ∝ |qΩ |A± with A± =
Λ̄
Λ̄
Λ
Λ
(N − N )/(N + N ) the Λ-asymmetry that is directly related to background density µ0 (in analogy
to a similar relation in CMW case [6]). The results for normalized flow splitting ∆v2 /[|qΩf |AΛ
± ] are
shown in Fig.3(b). Such effect in heavy ion collisions could be quantitatively investigated in the
framework of anomalous fluid dynamics similarly to the recent development for the study of chiral
magnetic effect [18].

5 Summary
In summary we systematically studied the vorticity-induced effects in various aspects. With AMPT it
has been shown that the QGP not only carries large angular momentum and local vorticity, but also re-
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markable global rotation speed. Motivated by the large vorticity and taking the rotational polarization
effect into account the spin zero condensate would be suppressed. As a generic suppression mechanism it may have non-negligible impacts in both QCD phase diagram and numbers of low energy
systems. Finally in the chiral restored phase the vorticity would excite the chiral vortical wave. Using
the rotating quark-gluon plasma in heavy ion collisions as a concrete example, we show the formation
of induced flavor quadrupole in QGP and estimate the elliptic flow splitting effect for Λ baryons. Such
proposal could be tested with future experimental data.
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